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Rezolve Colour Palette
Corporate branding for use in apps distributed and owned by 
Rezolve





Rezolve Logo
Four versions – dark vs. light background and with / without 
strapline





Rezolve Shutter Icon



The ‘shutter’ is designed 
to represent a camera 
shutter. It is the visual
signifier that connects the
scannable visual material 
with the scanning function 
in your app.



App Loading Screen
For apps that embed the Rezolve SDK



You must include the 
‘Powered by Rezolve’ logo 

on the loading screen of 
the app.

Ensure it is visible for at 
least one second during 

app initialisation.



Instant Buy Buttons
Using Rezolve Shutter on Rezolve calls to action



A control (e.g. button/slider) 
that triggers an instant 
purchase using Rezolve 
technology must be labelled as 
‘Instant Buy’ within the app.

The control must incorporate 
the Rezolve shutter.

This is only for ‘instant’ one-
click transactions. Do not use 
the words ‘Instant Buy’ or the 
Rezolve Shutter for other 
transactions e.g. adding to cart.

Instant Buy $20

Instant BuyAdd to Cart

INSTANT BUY



Scan Screen
Icons and Scanner Behaviour



The button/link which takes 
people to the scan screen 
needs to include the Rezolve 
shutter – either the full colour 
icon or the graphical icon as 
shown. 

The Rezolve Shutter must 
always be displayed in its 
original colours.

The graphical icon can be in the 
branding colours used in the 
rest of the app, but it must be 
all one colour (not multi-
colour).

SCAN SCAN



When the scan screen has
detected a trigger successfully,
the Rezolve shutter should be
displayed as a visual indicator 
of the successful scan.

Usually, the shutter is displayed
at the middle of the screen. The 
shutter can be subtly animated
e.g. turning or pulsing gently. 

The shutter should never be 
used indicate loading/waiting.



Instant Buy Roundels
Image and Audio Attribution



Include the appropriate 
‘roundel’ on printed

material that has been
watermarked, or video

with watermarked audio.

The next slides give
guidelines on layout.



The minimum size of roundel should never 
be less than 15mm.

The size of 50mm in the diagram is an 
example size to help get a feel of space 
around the exclusion zone marked ‘X’ 
which is 22mm. Everything can reduce or 
enlarge in proportion.

Please see the example given on the next 
page.



Roundel with correct usage of exclusion 
zone

Roundel with incorrect usage of 
exclusion zone
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